REGISTRATION INSTRUCTION ON THE WEBSITE kurskmed.com for students of KSMU
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1. General info

To register on the website, it’s necessary to be a student of KSMU, who has a current electronic access card and a record book.

It is checked by the number of an electronic access card and a record book during the registration whether a user is a student of KSMU and the web registration is made only after the confirmation of the reconciliation of input data with the database.

The registration on the web-site is made for the further work of students with a personal account and portfolio.

All the information concerning the development, innovations, new functions is available at the tab «News from the developers» near the Personal account in the internal menu of the website.
2. Registration and Authorization

2.1. Registration

To register on the website, you need to make several simple actions:

1. To press the button REGISTRATION on the main page at the top right (Fig. 1)Fig 1. User registration button

2. To fill in your personal information in the form fields (Fig. 2)

After pressing the registration button the form will appear where all the fields must be filled in:

- E-mail address (current, as after you sign-up it’s necessary to confirm the registration by e-mail)

- Electronic access card number which consists of the 13 figures. (If you enter the number of your electronic access card correctly, but on the web-site it’s written that you’re not a student or there is a mistake in the filled in information, you need to consult the office 301 in the dental building on the 3rd floor to compare the electronic access card number in the database. In case of mismatch you will get a new access card with the correct information.)

- Record book number. (If you enter the record book number correctly, but the site refuses to register you anyway, consult the office 302 in the dental building on the 3rd floor.)

- Phone number

- Create a new password, it must not be used anywhere else.

- Confirm your password by entering it once again.
There are 3 scenarios after pressing the button REGISTER:

1. The window will appear once again and point out the fields that have been filled in incorrectly (Fig. 3).

2. You entered the wrong number of the record book or electronic access card (may be current, but not yours) (Fig. 4). In this case you need to consult the office 301 or 302.

3. If you successfully passed the verification (Fig. 5), now you need to open your mail and check the message named «Your account is created!» from kurskmed.com
Automatic mailing. Such letter can be found in the folder «SPAM» on your mail. Follow the instructions contained in this letter.
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Fig 3. Value verification errors
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Fig 4. Errors in incongruity of a record book and electronic access card
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Fig 5. Successful registration
After following the link from the e-mail letter (Fig. 6)

(Your account is created! kurskmed.com automatic mailing Hello Your e-mail: HERE IS YOUR MAIL For account activation click here or use this link: ____ Thank you!)

Fig 6. The example of the registration confirmation letter

You will see the message given below (Fig. 7)

(Success: Registration is completed. You can enter using your e-mail address and password.)

Fig 7. The successful e-mail confirmation
2.2. Possible mistakes during the registration

If you didn’t receive the e-mail message (even in the spam folder, even after some time), but the registration was completed (Fig. 5), then you can try to enter the site (Fig. 8) using your mail and created password (Fig. 9).

Fig 8. Site entering button

Fig 9. Site entering form
After entering your data, that you have just created when filling in the registration unit, press the button ENTER and if you filled everything correctly, but the login isn’t activated yet, then the following message will appear on the screen (Fig. 10):

(Error: Your account hasn’t been activated yet Repeat the activation)

Fig 10. Activation error

For getting the repeated activation message press the button REPEAT THE ACTIVATION. Enter your e-mail in the simple form and press the button SEND (Fig. 11), then check your mail once again. (Sometimes it takes some time to receive such letters)
Fig 11. Activation error
2.3. Authorization

If you are a teacher of KSMU, you don’t need to register, just enter the site using corporate login (surname and initials separated by space) and your password. If you forgot your corporate mail password, consult the office 301.

As illustrated above, to register, you need to press the button ENTER on the main page at the top right and fill in the authorization form (Fig. 8) (Fig. 9).

If you entered the e-mail or password incorrectly, the message will appear on the screen (Fig. 12):

Try to enter your password and e-mail once again, if it doesn’t work, it means that you forgot your password, press the button FORGOT YOUR PASSWORD?

![Authorization error]

(Error: Login and password are incorrect, Forgot your password?)

Fig 12. Authorization error

Enter your e-mail address in the new form and check it after pressing the button SEND BY E-MAIL (Fig. 13)
(Password reset, Send by e-mail)
Fig 13. Password reset

After getting the message on the website (Fig. 14) check your mail for the password reset instructions (Fig. 15).

(Success: Password reset instructions were sent to your e-mail address)
Fig 14. Password reset instructions were sent
Create and confirm your new password in the form you got after you followed the link from the letter (Fig. 16).
After the successful authorization you will see the button with the pop-down website menu (Fig. 17). When the registration is being created there are no actions for students except the registration itself, that’s why there is only one button EXIT in the pop-down list. Soon there will appear such buttons as NEWS FROM THE DEVELOPERS for users to see all the changes connected with the personal account development, portfolio and other things, and the button PERSONAL ACCOUNT.